
ELA 6 Grade Distance Learning Packet 
 

    Virtual Office Hours: 9:00 a.m.- 11:00 a.m. & 1:00 p.m.- 3:00 p.m.      

 

 

May 4 May 5 May 6 May 7 May 8 

Standard: RL.5, RL.10 
 
Learning Tasks:  
1. Complete Previewing the Text 
for “The Blackout” 
2. Read “The Blackout”  
3. Complete Vocabulary 
Exploration for “The Blackout” 

Standard: RL.5, RL.6 
 
Learning Tasks:  
1. Reread “The Blackout”  
2. Complete comprehension 
questions for “The Blackout”  
 
 
 
 

Standard: RL.8, RL.11 
 
Learning Tasks:  
1. Use the choice board for 
Wednesday and select ONE option 
to complete using the text “The 
Blackout” 
 
 
 
 

Standard: RL.8, RL.11 
 
Learning Tasks:  
1. Use the choice board for 
Wednesday and select ONE option 
to complete using the text “The 
Blackout” 
 
 
 
 

Standard:  RL.13/RI.12,  

RL.6/RI.6, RL.5/RI.5, W.6 

 
Learning Tasks:  
1. Read independently text of 
your choice (at least 25 min.) 
2. Use the choice board for Friday 
and select ONE option to 
complete using the text of your 
choice 

Extension Activities 
Edmentum 
https://freerice.com/ 
https://www.funbrain.com/books 
https://readtheory.org/ 

Extension Activities 
Edmentum 
https://freerice.com/ 
https://www.funbrain.com/books 
https://readtheory.org/ 

Extension Activities 
Edmentum 
https://freerice.com/ 
https://www.funbrain.com/books 
https://readtheory.org/ 

Extension Activities 
Edmentum 
https://freerice.com/ 
https://www.funbrain.com/books 
https://readtheory.org/ 

Extension Activities 
Edmentum 
https://freerice.com/ 
https://www.funbrain.com/books 
https://readtheory.org/ 

May 11 May 12 May 13 May 14 May 15 
Standard: RI.5, RI.9 
 
Learning Tasks:  
1. Complete Previewing the Text 
for “April’s Super Pink Moon will 
be the Brightest Full Moon of 
2020” 
2. Read “April’s Super Pink Moon 
will be the Brightest Full Moon of 
2020” 
3. Complete Vocabulary 
Exploration for “April’s Super Pink 
Moon will be the Brightest Full 
Moon of 2020” 

Standard: RL.5, RL.6 
 
Learning Tasks:  
1. Reread “April’s Super Pink 
Moon will be the Brightest Full 
Moon of 2020” 
2. Complete comprehension 
questions for “April’s Super Pink 
Moon will be the Brightest Full 
Moon of 2020” 
 
 
 
 

Standard: RI.8.2, RI.11 
 
Learning Tasks:  
1. Use the choice board for 
Wednesday and select ONE option 
to complete using the text “April’s 
Super Pink Moon will be the 
Brightest Full Moon of 2020” 
 
 
 
 

Standard:  RI.8.2, RI.11 
 
Learning Tasks:  
1. Use the choice board for 
Wednesday and select ONE option 
to complete using the text “April’s 
Super Pink Moon will be the 
Brightest Full Moon of 2020” 
 
 
 
 

Standard:  RL.13/RI.12,  

RL.6/RI.6, RL.5/RI.5, W.6 

 
Learning Tasks:  
1. Read independently a text of 
your choice (at least 25 minutes) 
2. Use the choice board for Friday 
and select ONE option to 
complete using the text of your 
choice 
 
 
 

Extension Activities 
Edmentum 
https://freerice.com/ 
https://www.funbrain.com/books 
https://readtheory.org/ 

Extension Activities 
Edmentum 
https://freerice.com/ 
https://www.funbrain.com/books 
https://readtheory.org/ 

Extension Activities 
Edmentum 
https://freerice.com/ 
https://www.funbrain.com/books 
https://readtheory.org/ 

Extension Activities 
Edmentum 
https://freerice.com/ 
https://www.funbrain.com/books 
https://readtheory.org/ 

Extension Activities 
Edmentum 
https://freerice.com/ 
https://www.funbrain.com/books 
https://readtheory.org/ 

https://freerice.com/
https://www.funbrain.com/books
https://readtheory.org/
https://freerice.com/
https://www.funbrain.com/books
https://readtheory.org/
https://freerice.com/
https://www.funbrain.com/books
https://readtheory.org/
https://freerice.com/
https://www.funbrain.com/books
https://readtheory.org/
https://freerice.com/
https://www.funbrain.com/books
https://readtheory.org/
https://freerice.com/
https://www.funbrain.com/books
https://readtheory.org/
https://freerice.com/
https://www.funbrain.com/books
https://readtheory.org/
https://freerice.com/
https://www.funbrain.com/books
https://readtheory.org/
https://freerice.com/
https://www.funbrain.com/books
https://readtheory.org/
https://freerice.com/
https://www.funbrain.com/books
https://readtheory.org/


ELA 6 Distance Learning Packet 
 

    

 

 
 

May 18 May 19 May 20 May 21 May 22 

Standard:  W.2, I.5, I.5.2, C.3 
 
Learning Tasks:  
1. Complete slides/pages 1 and 2.  
2. Complete project day 1 
reflection. 

Standard:  W.2, I.5, I.5.2, C.3 
 
Learning Tasks:  
1. Complete slide/page 3. 
2. Complete project day 2 
reflection. 
 
 
 
 

Standard:   W.2, I.5, I.5.2, C.3 
 
Learning Tasks:  
1. Complete slides/pages 4 and 5.  
2. Complete project day 3 
reflection. 
 
 
 
 

Standard:   W.2, I.5, I.5.2, C.3 
 
Learning Tasks:  
1. Complete slides/pages 6 and 7.  
2. Complete project day 4 
reflection. 
 
 
 
 

Standard:   W.2, I.5, I.5.2, C.3 
 
Learning Tasks:  
1. Complete slide/page 8.  
2. Proofread and edit your project 
slides or pages. 
3. If you completed a digital 
version (PowerPoint, Prezi, or 
teacher approved option), submit 
your project. 

Extension Activities 
Edmentum 
https://freerice.com/ 
https://www.funbrain.com/books 
https://readtheory.org/ 

Extension Activities 
Edmentum 
https://freerice.com/ 
https://www.funbrain.com/books 
https://readtheory.org/ 

Extension Activities 
Edmentum 
https://freerice.com/ 
https://www.funbrain.com/books 
https://readtheory.org/ 
 

Extension Activities 
Edmentum 
https://freerice.com/ 
https://www.funbrain.com/books 
https://readtheory.org/ 

Extension Activities 
Edmentum 
https://freerice.com/ 
https://www.funbrain.com/books 
https://readtheory.org/ 

https://freerice.com/
https://www.funbrain.com/books
https://readtheory.org/
https://freerice.com/
https://www.funbrain.com/books
https://readtheory.org/
https://freerice.com/
https://www.funbrain.com/books
https://readtheory.org/
https://freerice.com/
https://www.funbrain.com/books
https://readtheory.org/
https://freerice.com/
https://www.funbrain.com/books
https://readtheory.org/


ELA6 Distance Learning Packet Phase 3 (May 4th-May 22nd) 

Week 1: Literary Text Focus 

Monday, May 4th: Complete the following prereading activities for “The Blackout” and read the text. 

Previewing the Text: Scan the text to answer the questions within the graphic organizer. 
See  

What do you see? 
*title/text features/bold words 

Think 
What are you thinking? 

*predictions/inferences/generalizations 

Wonder 
What are you wondering?  

*connections-text to self, text to text, text to world 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 

Vocabulary Exploration: Highlight four terms from the text.  The terms can include words with multiple meanings 
and/or unfamiliar phrases. 

Term Definition in your own words Textual Evidence *clues/hints for meaning 

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

The Blackout 
Heather sat on the school bus, with her forehead pressed up against the cold glass windowpane. A late 

November chill rushed into the bus at every stop whenever the driver opened the door to let kids off in 

groups of three or four at each corner. She looked up from her math book at the Christmas and 

Hanukkah lights in the department store displays and on apartment house terraces. Heather relished 

this time of year, when night came early and the city smelled of crinkling leaves, chestnuts and 

firewood.  

The bus was just a block from Heather's apartment house. Then a darkness spilled like ink and began to 

spread over everything, block by block, from north to south, as every light in the city flickered and then 

died out.  

Heather had heard about a blackout from her parents. Her father told a story about being stuck in an 

elevator for six hours. Her mother had trekked home across a dark bridge with hundreds of other 

workers. They had each found the blackout to be exciting in a way. The city, they said, seemed to be 

having a big street party, since people couldn't make it to their apartments without working elevators. 

Even the people trapped in the elevator with her dad had made the best of it, sharing candy and singing 

silly songs, while waiting to be rescued.  

The bus driver pulled over, took a flashlight out of his backpack, and scanned the faces of his 

passengers-just six still on the bus. 

"Okay. Here's what we're going to do," he said. 



Then he let each child borrow his cell phone to call home. He wrote down their addresses. Only one 

child couldn't reach anyone-a second grader who lived in Heather's building. The boy began to cry; he 

was afraid of the dark. 

Then Heather said, "You can come to my house, and we'll be there when your parents get home. I 

promise."  

His mother was usually at the bus stop, so Heather secretly hoped that she wasn't in an elevator when 

the electricity stopped. 

At their building, they saw some of the neighbors standing outside. One neighbor said that even the 

subways had stopped working. Another neighbor had a lantern, and they all gathered around the light. 

It reminded Heather of campouts. She held the boy's hand and smiled while thinking, "Now I will have 

my own blackout story to tell." 

ReadWorks.org Copyright © 2007 Weekly Reader Corporation. All rights reserved. Used by permission. Weekly Reader is a registered trademark of Weekly Reader Corporation.  

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved. 

Tuesday, May 5th: Complete the following questions for “The Blackout”. 

1. The setting of this passage is 

A. a school bus. 

B. a school building. 

C. an elevator. 

D. an apartment. 

2. The following are details showing that the bus ride takes place in an urban area except 

A. apartment houses. 

B. subways. 

C. elevator buildings. 

D. crinkling leaves. 

3. The setting was scary to the second grade boy, because 

A. it was raining. 

B. it was cold and dark. 

C. the bus was far from Heather's home. 

D. it was hot. 

4. The author describes the adventures that Heather's parents had in the earlier blackout to 

A. scare the reader. 

B. suggest that a blackout could be exciting. 

C. show why someone could be afraid of the dark. 

D. make fun of the silly people in the elevator. 

Wednesday, May 6th: Look back at the text “The Blackout” and select ONE of the following options to 
complete. Write your answer on a separate piece of paper or submit as a discussion post within 
Schoology. 
Option #1: Create a playlist that 
supports the story’s plot. Write the 
title and artist of 3-5 songs that 
would support or explain the story. 
Explain the significance of the 
songs in relation to specific events.  

 

Option #2: What events might 
have changed how the story 
ended? Change at least one key 
event to write an alternate ending.  

 

Option #3: Determine the textual 
evidence (sentences, paragraph) 
that helped you to visualize or 
imagine the setting. Copy the 
textual evidence and then draw a 
picture to illustrate the scene using 
the details within. 



Thursday, May 7th: Look back at the text “The Blackout” and select ONE of the following options to 
complete. Write your answer on a separate piece of paper or submit as a discussion post within 
Schoology. 
Option #1: Create a poem 
(acrostic, diamante, concrete, etc.) 
about a character in the story. Be 
sure to include the character’s 
most important traits from the 
poem.   

 

Option #2: Identify the author’s 
point of view. How would events or 
the story’s plot change if the point 
of view was different? Explain. 

 

 

Option #3: Create additional 
dialogue to add to the story. Be 
sure it aligns with the existing plot 
and characters’ traits. 

Friday, May 8th: Read the text selection of your choice for at least 25 minutes. This can be a chapter 
or two of a novel, a magazine article (digital or paper), sections of a graphic novel, or any text that 
interests you! After reading, choose ONE of the following options to complete on a separate piece of 
paper or submit as a discussion post within Schoology. 

Option #1:  Summary 
Summarize your text selection in 3-
4 sentences. Be sure to include the 
main characters as well as any 
major events that took place. 

Option #2: Inquiry 
Think of and write at least three 
questions you have after reading. 
This could be asking what 
something means, asking about a 
character’s choices, or anything 
else you might be wondering! 

Option #3: Connections 
Make at least two connections to 
what you read. Text-to-Text (relate 
it to something else you’ve read), 
Text-to-Self (relate to something in 
your life), or Text-to-World (relate 
it to something you’ve seen or 
heard). 

 

Week 2: Informational Text Focus 

Monday, May 11th: Complete the following prereading activities for the text “April’s Super Pink Moon will be the 

Brightest Full Moon of 2020” and read the text. 

Previewing the Text: Scan the text to answer the questions within the graphic organizer. 
See  

What do you see? 
*title/text features/bold words 

Think 
What are you thinking? 

*predictions/inferences/generalizations 

Wonder 
What are you wondering?  

*connections-text to self, text to text, text to world 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 

Vocabulary Exploration: Highlight four terms from the text.  The terms can include words with multiple meanings 
and/or unfamiliar phrases. 

Term Definition in your own words Textual Evidence *clues/hints for meaning 

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 
 



 
April’s super "pink" moon will be the brightest full moon of 2020 

By Theresa Machemer, Smithsonian.com, adapted by Newsela staff on 04.06.20 

 

Avid stargazers and newcomers to the nighttime hobby can look forward to a lunar event in April. A 

super "pink" moon will rise into the night sky on April 7. It will be the brightest supermoon of 2020. 

A supermoon occurs when a full moon happens on the same night the moon reaches perigee. 

Perigee is the closest point to Earth in its orbit. Apogee is its farthest point from Earth in its orbit. 

In April, the full moon peaks at 10:35 p.m. Eastern Daylight Time. Though the moon is called a "pink" 

moon, its color won't be any different than normal. It will be golden orange when low in the sky. It will 

brighten to white as it rises. The name comes from pink wildflowers called creeping phlox that bloom 

in early spring, under April's full moon, according to Catherine Boeckmann at the "Old Farmer's 

Almanac." 

Supermoons are only about 7 percent bigger and 15 percent brighter than the average full moon. 

The difference between a supermoon and an average moon may not be obvious. The slight change in 

size happens because the moon follows an eccentric orbit around Earth. The orbit is not perfectly 

circular. On March 24, for example, Earth's lunar companion reached its farthest apogee of the year, 

about 252,707 miles away. On April 7, it will be about 30,000 miles closer, only 221,772 miles from 

Earth. That's only a few hundred miles further than the closest supermoon in recent history, which 

occurred in November 2016. 

Supermoon isn't a scientific term for the astronomical event. That term is "perigee-syzygy." Rather, 

the term "supermoon" was introduced by astrologer Richard Noelle in 1979. 

"It didn't have much science behind it, except that he coined a term for when the moon was full, when 

it was 90 percent of the closest distance it could be to Earth. And a couple of years ago, it just caught 

on," Jackie Faherty told National Public Radio's Rachel Martin in 2016. Faherty is an astronomer at the 

American Museum of Natural History. "I think it's just because someone took the word 'super' and put 

it in front of the word 'moon.'" 

Other names for an April full moon include Sprouting Grass, Egg and Fish moon. All the names evoke 

thoughts of early spring. This year's super pink moon is also a Paschal Moon because of its closeness 

to Easter. Easter this year is April 12. 

For those staying at home, April will bring a number of other moon- and stargazing events to see 

outside at night. On April 3, Venus will be visible near a cluster of stars called the Pleiades or the 

Seven Sisters, according to Alan MacRobert at Sky & Telescope. And as Brian Lada writes for 

AccuWeather, the Lyrids meteor shower peaks on April 22 and 23. 

Image 1. This supermoon on March 9, 

2020, called a Worm Moon, was the first of 

three supermoons in a row. Here, it rises 

behind the U.S. 

Capitol in Washington, D.C. A supermoon 

occurs when the moon's orbit is closest to 

Earth. Photo: Joel Kowsky/NASA 

 



Michelle Nichols is the director of public observing at the Adler Planetarium in Chicago, Illinois. She 

told WBEZ's Katherine Nagasawa that people can easily stargaze near their home, even in a city. Both 

light pollution and air pollution can affect how stars appear in the sky. Lately, however, air pollution 

has lessened as there are fewer cars on the road and fewer factories at work because of coronavirus. 

"There's no one best spot to observe the sky," Nichols says. "The best place to observe the sky is 

wherever you currently are. So you don't have to find that perfect location — it doesn't exist. There 

are some sites that are better than others, but truly get to know the sky where you are." 

Tuesday, May 12th: Complete the following questions for “April’s Super Pink Moon will be the Brightest 

Full Moon of 2020”. 

1. Select the sentence from the article that suggests everyone can enjoy the hobby of 

stargazing. 

a. Avid stargazers and newcomers to the nighttime hobby can look forward to a 

lunar event in April. 

b. For those staying at home, April will bring a number of other moon and 

stargazing events to see outside at night. 

c. Both light pollution and air pollution can affect how stars appear in the sky. 

d. "The best place to observe the sky is wherever you currently are." 

2. Read the inference below. 
 

The moon looks larger when its orbit moves closer to Earth. 
 

              Which sentence from the article provides the BEST support to the statement above? 
a. A supermoon occurs when a full moon happens on the same night the moon 

reaches perigee. 
b. Apogee is its farthest point from Earth in its orbit. 

c. Supermoons are only about 7 percent bigger and 15 percent brighter than the 

average full moon. 

d. The slight change in size happens because the moon follows an eccentric orbit 

around Earth. 

3. What is MOST likely the reason the author included the information about other 

stargazing events in April? 

a. to encourage people to look at the night sky more 

b. to inform the scientific community about recent discoveries 

c. to explain the differences between stargazing events 

d. to show why supermoons are the most unique stargazing events 

4. Which answer choice accurately characterizes Jackie Faherty's reaction to how 

supermoons got their name? 

a. She is impressed by Richard Noelle's clever observations. 

b. She is jealous that Richard Noelle received credit for naming the moon. 

c. She is unimpressed by its lack of reference to any science. 

d. She is appreciative that the name is accessible to the public. 

 

 

 



Wednesday, May 13th: Select ONE of the following options to complete. Write your answer on a 
separate piece of paper or submit as a discussion post within Schoology. 
Option #1: Look back at the text 
“April’s Super Pink Moon”. If you 
were the author, what text 
features would you have added to 
the article? Why would you choose 
to add those text features?  

 
 

Option #2: Identify an 
advertisement (magazine, Internet, 
television). What is the claim they 
are making? Identify pieces of 
supporting evidence (or reasons) 
used to support this claim. 

 

Option #3: Find an item around 
your house that you could sell in an 
advertisement. Create an ad (draw, 
create digitally, make a short 
commercial, etc.) to sell this item. 
Be sure to use multiple pieces of 
evidence to support the claim(s) 
you are making.   

Thursday, May 14th: Select ONE of the following options to complete. Write your answer on a 
separate piece of paper or submit as a discussion post within Schoology. 
Option #1: Look back at the text 
“April’s Super Pink Moon will be 
the Brightest Full Moon of 2020”. 
Why does the article exist? What is 
it trying to get the reader to do 
and/or believe? Provide specific 
details to support your answers.   

 
 

Option #2: Identify an 
advertisement (magazine, Internet, 
television). How truthful or 
misleading is the advertisement? 
Explain whether or not the reasons 
being provided support an 
established claim. Be sure to 
include specific details for whether 
or not the reasons being presented 
are sound and/or relevant. 

Option #3: Look back at the text 
“April’s Super Pink Moon will be 
the Brightest Full Moon of 2020”. 
How do you think the article would 
be different if the author did not 
include any text features? Use 
specific examples to support your 
answer. 

Friday, May 15th: Read the text selection of your choice for 25-30 minutes. This can be a chapter or 
two of a novel, a magazine article (digital or paper), sections of a graphic novel, or any text that 
interests you! After reading, choose ONE of the following options to complete on a separate piece of 
paper or submit as a discussion post within Schoology. 

Option #1: Summary 
Summarize your text selection in 3-
4 sentences. Be sure to include the 
main characters as well as any 
major events that took place. 

Option #2: Inquiry 
Think of and write at least three 
questions you have after reading. 
This could be asking what 
something means, asking about a 
character’s choices, or anything 
else you might be wondering! 

Option #3: Connections 
Make at least two connections to 
what you read. Text-to-Text (relate 
it to something else you’ve read), 
Text-to-Self (relate to something in 
your life), or Text-to-World (relate 
it to something you’ve seen or 
heard). 

 

Week 3: Reflection Focus 

 ELA6 Cumulative Review Project 

Directions: You will create a lesson to use with future sixth graders on the topic of your choice (from the 

chart below). Choose at least one standard from the chart below to provide a focus. Create a lesson- 

digital (using PowerPoint, Prezi, or the program of your choice) or you can complete it on sheets of 

paper. It needs a minimum of eight slides/pages. You will teach this lesson by directly teaching the 

topics (defining them), practicing using these skills together (providing examples), and then showing 

how to use this information while analyzing a text. Use the layout below to see what will go on each 

slide.  Use the daily timeline that follows to organize your time with the creation of your lesson. If a 

more focused project layout would be beneficial to you, look at the end (after reflection chart) for a 

project layout with a more narrowed focus.  

 

 



 

RL (Literary Text) RI (Informational Text) W (Writing) 

RL.8 

Plot Development  

• setting  

• character traits  

• dialogue  

• conflict  

• resolution  

RI.10  

Author’s Purpose or Perspective  

• purpose-entertain, 

inform, persuade  

• viewpoints-similar, 

different  

  

W.4  

Grammar and Usage: Pronouns  

• pronouns- subjective, 
objective, possessive, 
intensive 

• shifts in pronoun number 
and person, unclear 
antecedents  

RL.11 

Analyzing Point of View  

• points of view  

• impact of point of view-

content, meaning, style  

  

RI.11  

Author’s Use of Structures  

• text features  

• text structures  

• claim  

• counterclaim  

  

W.5  

Punctuation  

• commas 

• parentheses 

•  dashes 

• semicolons to connect 

main clauses 

• colons to introduce a list 

or quotation 

 

Slide/Page 1: Introduction. Provide your name and the title of your lesson. 

Slide/Page 2: Define terms. If possible, add pictures, diagrams, or even links to provide 

additional information on these topics. 

Slide/Page 3: Use the skills. Provide examples of the various terms and explain. (For example- 

write a sentence in first person point of view) 

Slide/Page 4:  Connect the skills to the real world. Find a movie clip, magazine, newspaper ad, 

etc. that show the skills of your standard. 

Slide/Page 5: Explain what else this skill is used for. (For example- writing a college acceptance 

letter.) 

Slide Page 6: Provide 3 practice questions for your skill. (For example- What keywords are used 

when writing in first person point of view?) 

Slide/Page 7: Answer the question, why is it important for the upcoming 6th graders to know 

this standard? Explain. 

Slide/Page 8:  Closure- If you could provide the upcoming 6th grades with one piece of advice for 

6th grade ELA, what would it be? Explain. 

(Optional) Slide/Page 9+: Additional information/resources to help teach this topic. 

Suggested Timeline 

Monday May 18th: Complete slides/pages 1 and 2. Complete/post on Schoology your project day 1 

reflection (chart below). 

Tuesday, May 19th: Complete slides/pages 3. Complete/post on Schoology your project day 2 reflection 

(chart below). 



Wednesday, May 20th: Complete slides/pages 4 and 5. Complete/post on Schoology your project day 3 

reflection (chart below). 

Thursday, May 21st: Complete slides/pages 6 and 7. Complete/post on Schoology your project day 4 

reflection (chart below). 

Friday, May 22nd: Complete slide/page 8. Submit/finish entire project (upload to Schoology or put all 

papers together.) 

Project Reflection Chart 

Day Your Reflection  

Include what you worked on and explain why you chose/added to your project. 

Write 3-5 sentences each day. 

Day 1 (Monday)  

 

 

Day 2 (Tuesday)  

 

 

Day 3 (Wednesday)  

 

 

Day 4 (Thursday)  

 

 

Day 5 (Friday) No reflection needed. Finish project and submit online or put it all together on 

paper.  

If you need a more narrowed focus for your project, you can choose to do your lesson on point of view 

and author’s purpose using the layout below. If you would rather choose your own topic or topics from 

above and disregard the information below, that is fine too! 😊 

Slide/Page 1: Introduction. Provide your name and the title of your lesson. 

Slide/Page 2: Define terms part 1 and part 2. If possible, add pictures, diagrams, or even links to 

provide additional information on these topics. 

Slide/Page 3: Use the point of view skills. Provide examples of the various points of view and 

explain how to find the point of view of a text. 

Slide/Page 4: Use the author's purpose skills. Provide examples of various author’s purposes 

and explain why author’s use certain formats to convey information. 

Slide/Page 5: Explain how point of view and authors purpose are connected. 

Slide Page 6: Provide a text that you will use to analyze point of view and author’s purpose. You 

can place the text of your choice on this slide or use the text provided.   

Slide/Page 7: Answer the “Text Analysis Questions” in regard to “Finders Keepers” or the text 

you chose. 

Slide/Page 8:  Closure- Why is it important for the upcoming 6th graders to know point of view 

and author’s purpose? 



(Optional) Slide/Page 9+: Additional information/resources to help teach this topic. 

 

Day 1: Create slides/pages 2 and 3 by identifying and defining topics and terms. Fill in definitions for the 

following terms. (You can look online, use a dictionary, or collaborate with a friend/family member.) 

Complete your project day 1 reflection on the chart above or/post it on Schoology. 

Part 1 (slide/page 2) 

1. 1st person point of view 

2. 2nd person point of view 

3. 3rd person point of view 

4. 3rd person omniscient point of view 

5. 3rd person limited point of view 

Part 2 (slide/page 3) 

6. Author’s Purpose 

7. Persuasive Texts (explain what the author’s goal is with this type of writing) 

8. Informative Texts (explain what the author’s goal is with this type of writing) 

9. Entertaining Texts (explain what the author’s goal is with this type of writing) 

Day 2: Create slide/page 4 by putting the terms above into action by completing the following tasks. 

Complete your project day 2 reflection on the chart above or/post it on Schoology. 

Write a sentence in 1st person point of view.  

1. Write a sentence in 2nd person point of view 

2. Write a sentence in 3rd person limited point of view. 

3. Write a sentence in 3rd person omniscient point of view. 

4. Explain which pronouns you will see in a text for each point of view.  

Day 3: Create slide/page 5 by putting the terms above into action by completing the following tasks. 

Complete your project day 3 reflection on the chart above or/post it on Schoology. 

Find or make up the title of a text that was written to persuade. Explain how you know it’s persuasive. 

1. Find or make up the title of a text that was written to inform. Explain how you know it’s 

informative. 

2. Find or make up the title of a text that was written to entertain. Explain how you know it’s 

entertaining. 

3. Explain why authors write texts in different formats. 

Day 4: Create slides 6 and 7 by analyzing the point of view and author’s purpose of text and explaining 

how it impacts the meaning of the passage. You will do this by finding a text of your choice or using the 

text “Finders Keepers” (used in the phase 2 packet) and then answering the “Text Analysis Questions” 

that follow to show how to use the point of view and author’s purpose concepts within a text. Complete 

your project day 4 reflection on the chart above or/post it on Schoology. 

Finders Keepers? 

"I saw it first," Amy said, as she ripped the old leather wallet out of Charlie's hands. Without saying a 

word, as if they both understood that this was a secret they didn't want to share with anyone, they 

slipped into the alleyway, where no one could see them look inside. "There's got to be a million dollars 



here!" Charlie blurted out, when they saw the pile of hundred-dollar bills. Amy, the more realistic of the 

two, did a quick estimate, thumbing through the wad of cash. "More like thousands," she said, her voice 

shaking. They'd found the wallet in a flowerbed on the sidewalk, when Charlie dropped his cell phone 

while he was trying to talk and eat a slice of pepperoni pizza at the same time. Amy stuffed the wallet 

into her backpack and pulled Charlie along by his elbow toward her house. As they rushed toward 

Viceroy Avenue, they talked about what they could do with the money-download music, get new 

clothes, travel to the rainforest in Costa Rica, adopt a whale. It looked like all of their dreams could come 

true. For the last block, they didn't talk, each figuring that the other one was silently adding to the list of 

things they could buy. They finally reached Amy's house, but instead of going inside, they walked around 

the house to the back porch. Then they both started talking at once. "I wonder who lost it." Their moods 

shifted, sinking from the high of being rich for fifteen minutes to worrying about what to do next. They 

opened the wallet and counted the money in piles of ten. The total was $2,400 - more money than 

either of them had ever seen. In a clear plastic compartment, there was a driver's license. 
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Text Analysis Questions 

1. What point of view is the text written in? 

2. Highlight or write at least THREE words from the text that show the point of view. 

3. How would the story be different if it was told from a different point of view? Explain. 

4. What is the author’s purpose for writing this passage or text? 

5. How would the plot or text change if the author had a different purpose? 

Day 5: Create slide 1 and slide 8 and then compile your entire project by putting all of your slides/pages 

together. Go back through your slides/pages to make sure you included everything. Slide/page 1 should 

have your name and the title of your lesson (make it up). Slide 8 should close your lesson by explaining 

why it is important for upcoming 6th graders to know about point of view and author’s purpose. If you 

would like to add any additional information (more resources, extra explanations, practice questions, 

etc.) that you think would be helpful to students on these topics, add on as many slides or pages to the 

end that you need! No reflection needed. Submit your digital presentation on Schoology or put all 

paper components of the project together to turn in. 
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